CLIENT SUCCESS STORY

Companies Like Yours Discover
Success with Legacy DNA
ParcelShield Takes on Industry Leader — Becomes the Industry
Standard for Package Protection & Management

About Parceshield
Located in Redmond Oregon with oﬃces in the Midwest and Southeastern United States, ParcelShield invented
Predictive Parcel Science — an Artiﬁcial Intelligence (AI) based parcel tracking software platform that protects
and manages parcels in healthcare and other industries that ship often lifesaving, high-cost, perishable and
temperature sensitive cargo across the U.S.

A Strategy Team that Proves its Worth ... Again and Again
After engaging Legacy DNA, ParcelShield achieved the following results:

ParcelShield not only competed against, but acquired
the market leader within 2 years of market entry.

Gained
23 %

market share

Was

acquired

successfully
in 2019

Is “crossing the chasm”
from early adoption to
mainstream markets
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ParcelShield's Game Plan for Growth & Market Leadership
ParcelShield was aware of its late market entry status and knew it needed to step up its strategies to take on the
market leader and power growth. To do this, the company needed to:
• Overtake the market leader by developing its brand and recognition;
• Gain a world audience and cultivate credibility through strategic communications to increase adoption, market share,
and proﬁts and develop an exit strategy that would be attractive to private equity ﬁrms;
• And, “cross the chasm” using a proven Commercialization of
Innovation (COIQ) framework to progress from penetrating the
early market to successfully becoming sustainable in the
mainstream market.
ParcelShield turned to Legacy DNA to make this happen.
Legacy DNA developed and executed a 3-phase approach
to achieve this.

ParcelShield had multiple objectives to manage in order to build its
brand, gain a sustainable market
leadership position, and become an
attractive and growing acquisition
target for private equity ﬁrms.

Problem: Wanted to compete

Solution: Used a late-entrant

Result: Because Legacy DNA

against the dominant market
player. But despite having an
amazing solution, they had
signiﬁcantly less resources and
a smaller team.

advantage to build a new
brand strategy that capitalized
on the competitor’s gaps.

understood the pros and cons of
market entry decisions, we built a
strategy so formidable that PAR
not only competed against, but
*absorbed* the biggest player in
the market within 2 years of
being in business.
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Transforming a Late Entrant to Market Leader in 3 Phases
In 2018, ParcelShield hired Legacy DNA to function as the company’s complete external marketing department.
The Legacy DNA team quickly dug in and got to work.

PHASE 1

Problem: ParcelShield wanted to compete against the dominant market player. But despite
having an innovative solution, the company had a much smaller team than the competition
and less resources to build its business and brand.
Solution: Legacy DNA used a late-entrant advantage to build a new brand strategy that
capitalized on the competitor’s gaps.
They analyzed ParcelShield's market position, competition, target audience, existing brand
assets, positioning, messaging, and short and long term growth goals.
Using a COIQ component — timing — a late market entrant advantage, Legacy DNA was able to
zero-in on the market leaders' strategic gaps and weaknesses, and highlight and address
customers’ pain points: how to scale parcel management and ensure predictable service
levels — error-free, every time.

PHASE 2 RESULT
Because Legacy DNA understood the pros and cons of market entry decisions, they built a strategy so strong
that ParcelShield not only competed against, but acquired the market leader within 2 years of market entry.

The strategy resulted in the market
leader's long-term customers recognizing ParcelShield as a powerful,
credible brand and switching over.
Ultimately, the market leader took
an "if you can beat 'em, join 'em"
approach and joined forces with
ParcelShield to create history’s
most powerful and recognized parcel
management solution.
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PHASE 2

Problem: ParcelShield needed to develop an exit strategy. In Phase 2, Legacy DNA helped
ParcelShield develop an exit strategy to expand and extend its brand and services and become
a viable acquisition target for private equity ﬁrms.
Solution: Legacy DNA built on the Predictive Parcel Science concept. They built a "brand hero"
to appeal to B2B markets by merging the technology strengths of AI with the ﬂexibility of human
support. The brand hero would become ParcelShield's Guardian — the Super Coworker
that never sleeps.
Further, Legacy DNA worked with ParcelShield to diversify service oﬀerings across diﬀerent
verticals — beyond healthcare — to make the company more appealing for a private equity
ﬁrm and position it for its next stage of growth. Legacy DNA delved deeply into the problems
of these vertical audiences and how ParcelShield's services could solve them. The company
expanded its portfolio to ﬁve software as a service (SaaS) oﬀerings to extend across multiple
verticals including eFoods and retail.

PHASE 2 RESULT
ParcelShield gained 23 percent market share (more than the 16 percent early market share in what is
known as the Diﬀusion of Innovation Curve) and was acquired successfully in 2019.

Diffusion of
Innovation Curve

Innovators
2.5%

PHASE 3

Early
adopters
13.5%

Early
majority
34%

Late
majority
34%

Laggards
16%

Legacy DNA is working with ParcelShield to build on its brand strategy to
successfully "cross the chasm" from the early adoption market into the
mainstream market.

Stay turned for the exciting results.
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WHAT’S NEXT?
Hey, I'm Dr. Roxie. We wrote the book on how health
innovators maximize market success. Literally.
We’ve uncovered the strategies—the good, the bad, and
the ugly—that cause innovations to succeed or fail.

If you’re interested in learning more about how you can ensure your innovation
is successful, here are a few options for your next step.

Hop on a call with me. A free 20-minute strategy call
where we’ll take a look at where you are, where you want
to go, and how to make that happen.

Watch my video show (or listen to it as a podcast).
“COIQ with Dr. Roxie” is an interactive video and podcast
show where top health innovators, early adopters, and
inﬂuencers speak candidly about their healthcare
innovation experiences.

Buy my book. “How Health Innovators Maximize Market
Success: Strategies to Launch and Commercialize Healthcare
Innovations” doubles as a workbook, giving you an intro
to the COIQ System and guiding you to reﬂect on your
current strategy and what might be missing.

SCHEDULE MY CALL

BROWSE COIQ EPISODES

BUY MY BOOK COPY
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